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FASHION
Smart Frame is an exclusive and modern 
stretch textiles system designed for 
interior decoration.
This innovative way of presenting 
graphics consists of aluminium frame 
and stretch textile face. Intuitive and 
problem free replacement of textile 
allows swift adaptation of new graphics 
to currently presented collection. With 
Smart Frame system it is possible to 
use multiple types of textile materials, 
both smooth and those of cloth design 
or with pearly glow. Textiles are printed 
by means of modern sublimation 
or latex technology which provides 
unprecedented colour depth, delicate 
semi-shades and tonal transitions.
Backlight improves functionality
and adds brightness of the entire 

exposition. Using high performance LED 
modules provides intensive backlight 
even in very bright rooms.
Smart Frame gives possibilities of 
application, it is designed for both wall 
mounted, free standing and suspended 
expositions.

Examples of applications:

- Large format wall graphics
- Pictures of collections, paintings
- Shop windows
- Dressing rooms
- Partition walls
- Lining of shop counters

LIGHT, BRIGHTNESS, COLOUR DEPTH



FOR
SMART
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SHOPS



In practice Smart Frame is not limited 
by dimension.
Variety of profiles, individuality of 
graphics and possibilities of matching 
dimensions and shapes stimulate the 
imagination of designers in creating 
unique spaces.
Frames may be slimline, practically 
invisible, as well as wide thus 
becoming the aesthetic and original 
element of decoration.



FOOD
Prints designed for graphical signage of 
space, improve aesthetics of individual 
departments, creating at the same time 
consistent system of visual information.
Main assets of the system include 
lightweight and durable structure and 
wide range of textiles with flammability 
certificate. Media can be mounted 
to walls, suspended from ceiling and 
exposed as free standing version.
Possibilities of combining modules 
and their arrangement in optional 
configuration allow the management of 
large surface areas.

DURABLE, FUNCTIONAL AND PRACTICAL

Textiles in Smart Frame system can be 
combined with additional elements 
of store signage, such as: description 
of assortment, brand names and any 
additional information.

Examples of applications:

- Large format wall graphics
- Separation of store space
- Signage of sales divisions
- Signage of promotional zones
- Signage of shelf ends
- Installation of pallet islands



Smart Frame creates a purchase conducive 
atmosphere, improves comfort and positively 
impacts the emotions.
Smart Frame is an ideal solution for every space, 
since it utilizes big and small formats, straight, 
super thin and decorative, varnished or aged 
profiles. All this is matching individual store 
space. High quality digital print of rich colour 
range allows swiftly matching the graphics to 
the current exposition.



LED diodes will illuminate the room giving 
each room individual character.
Sublimation is a print technology that allows 
the pigment transfer into textile structure 
resulting in abrasion and moisture resistance. 
This technology also allows washing the prints. 
Latex print however, gives wide possibilities of 
application of decorative textiles of different 
design.



Public areas such as airports, stations 
or shopping malls are ideal places 
for application of stretch textiles 
system. Smart Frame is used for visual 
communication, transfer of information, 
advertisements, exhibition of art, on 
temporary or permanent basis.
Main features of this innovative product 
include adaptation to any preferred 
dimensions, possibility of replacement 
of graphic and its backlight.
Stretch textiles system is easy in use, 

PUBLIC AREAS
LARGE FORMATS, BACKLIGHT AND INTENSIVE COLOURS

and its application in public areas gives 
infinite possibilities of arrangement of 
large space.

Examples of applications:

- Communication zones
- Halls
- Entry and exit areas
- Underground passages
- Staircases
- Information poles







HOTELS
Smart Frame system creates the 
arrangement matching each hotel 
space. It may be painting on the wall or 
e.g. imitation of window with blue sky 
and brightness of rising sun.
Easy replacement of graphics without 
the use of special tools or a crew of 
professionals allows any future change 
of interior decoration.
The modules of stretch textiles system 
may be used for any large format 
partitions of conference rooms and 

arrange them according to individual 
compositions and design of interior, 
whereas LED backlight adds the light 
within the space. Used technology of 
print gives colours the intensity. 

Examples of applications:

- Paintings in rooms
- Decorations of corridors
- Graphics in Lobby
- Partitions in conference rooms

COLOUR, DESIGN AND SPACE



Do you desire simple and quick solutions 
which will bedazzle people?
Thanks to Smart Frame system, you can 
swiftly and straightforwardly create the 
wall ideally matching your interior.
They will definitely attract the sight of 
even most demanding recipients.





RESTAURANTS
Frames climatically matched to the 
interior and possibility of replacement 
of graphics - it is just the Smart Frame. 
Always when you need to change the 
decoration - on occasion of holidays, 
Valentine’s Day or occasional events. 
Lightweight structure and possibility 
of replacing textiles without any tools 
and professionals, is a practical and cost 
saving system. An additional advantage 
is the possibility of folding textiles into 
cubes, which allows easy storage and 
cost effective transport.
Elements of lighting and the system 

are placed on frame, which definitely 
facilitates uncomplicated assembly. 
Graphics backlight introduces light and 
discrete and warm climate into every 
interior of the restaurant.

Examples of applications:

- Wall decorations
- Paintings
- Partition walls
- Screens
- Stretch ceilings

CLIMATIC, ROMANTIC AND WITH CHARACTER





OFFICES
Smart Frame is an exclusive and modern 
component of interior decoration. 
Minimalistic form corresponds with the 
current trend in designing corporate 
interiors. Wide selection of textiles, 
high quality of print, colour depth and 
backlight - all this creates innovative 
product which becomes an elegant 
component of interior decoration.
Stretch textiles system allows using 
graphics matching the corporate 
colouring,

and placement of company’s logo and 
images of products make it also the 
advertisement media.

Examples of applications:

- Graphics in office rooms
- Paintings in common areas
- Partitions in conference rooms
- Decorations of corridors
- Offer expositions in showrooms

PRESTIGE, ART AND MINIMALISM



Smart Frame is an ideal solution for every 
modern space.
Large and small formats, straight profiles, 
super thin and decorative, each element 
individually matched and backlight 
graphics will introduce a climate and 
positive emotions of every place.



MEDICAL FITNESS SPA
Smart Frame stretched textile system 
allows decorating entire surface of 
the wall with proprietary graphics. 
Combining minimalism of building’s 
architecture with possibilities of Smart 
Frame creates perfect and original, 
unique integrity.
Simple and fast replacement of 
textile with graphics allows changing 
the character of each room, giving it 
completely new assignment.

Examples of applications:

- Paintings in doctor’s offices
- Graphics in corridors
- Wall installations in fitness lounges
- Landscapes in relaxation zones

MAGIC, COLOUR AND POSITIVE ENERGY



Smart Frame creates within interiors 
fabulous landscapes and provides 
opportunity to move to another, magic 
world. Physical exercise with a view on 
forest or heavenly beach, massage in a 
room, where not only sound of waterfall 
can be heard, but also one can see the 
landscape, complements the feeling of 
relaxation and comfort.





Profiles for wall 
mounted exposition
They are perfect alternative for previously used 
solutions, such as photograph wall paper, 
printed images or foils. They allow for innovative 
approach to interior design. Available colours 
of frames may be adapted to the graphic 
presented.



Wall profiles
with wood veneer
Thanks to application of natural wood veneer 
they constitute the additional element of 
decoration that may refer with its material 
to interior design. They may be used as 
standalone expositions.



Profiles for standing 
exposition
Most popular profiles for construction of shop 
windows, interior design and design of public 
areas and free standing walls of strong and 
stable design. Available in one-sided and 
double-sided version with backlight feature.



Decorative profiles
Proprietary and patented decorative profile 
designed for creating graphics in wide and 
decorative frames. Composite, from which it 
was made, may have high-gloss or subtle matt 
finishing.




